The article provides an overview of the historical development of the Evenki children's literature in the
Introduction
Fiction is one of the areas of culture, where the peculiarities of ethnic worldview are fixed and therefore, it has the ability to serve not only as a source of perception of the specific ethnic group's peculiarities of mentality, but be a factor in its selfidentification as well. This aspect is still poorly studied within the scientific literature devoted to the study of the Evenki literary school, while the analysis of the peculiarities of national fiction texts, especially children's literature gives the possibility to define certain strategies of constructing ethnic identity of ethnocultural community at the present stage of the society development.
The purpose of the study is to identify the peculiarity of children's literature of the Evenki ethnic group, to interpret literary signs as the constructs modelling the ethnic worldview and serving as a factor of the ethnos identification.
To reach the purpose the following objectives were set:
1. To study the history of the Evenki children's literature development in the general flow of the national literature development; 2. To define specific features of the Evenki children's literature exemplified by the Evenki fairytales analysis.
Methods of Study
For the purposes of studying the history of (Nepomniashchikh, 2014) . The analysis of the Evenki authors' works of fiction from the perspective of ethnicity issues is given in the works by E.V. Ivanova (2008) , N.N. and "davlalan" (specialist in songs singing) that recited the folklore content (Voskoboinikov, 1973) . At this stage, it was characteristic to refer to the following genres:
1. Fairytale -nimngakan (nimngakavun, nimngakachivun) that, in turn, comprised the following types or groups of fairytales:
1) fairytales about animal;
2) magic tales;
3) epic heroic tales; 4) household tales; 5) fairytales for children; 6) new fairytales.
Heroic epic -ulgur (uliger).
3. Legends -urguril.
Songs:
1) song-dance or circle dance ikevun;
2) song-improvisation and choruses in ulgurs, various tongue twisters -hegevun (egevun);
3) song-improvisation and song with the constant song lyrics (davlavun).
5. Riddle -nenevke (nenevkevun, nenevkechivun, tagivka).
6. Counting rhyme -tangivka.
Proverb and saying -gumenk
(gumunvke).
8. Shamanic chants -saman nimnganin.
Ethnographic omens based on superstition
and practical knowledge of nature.
Simultaneously with the oral folklore development the first handwritten editions with the texts of the Evenki writers, such as Khunt Elpin, Yukagir Spiridonov (Teki Odulok) and
Evenki Salatkin and Nerguneev appear. Since the young writers were the authors, the content of the texts was also aimed at the youth and student audience. The first representations of the Evenki literature were student magazines "Taiga and Tundra" (1928, 1933) , the collections of student stories "About Our Life" (1929) and literary anthologies " Before and Now" (1938) .
In 1933 the first fiction in the Evenki language -a story by Naumov "How I Killed the The Russians is the ethnos, different from the Evenki ethnic group, engaged in animal husbandry.
